Non-graduated researchers grants at the Faculty of Medicine
Grants from the foundations listed below are available for research students autumn term 2017. Grant amounts are decided upon later.

Joseph and Linnea Carlsson foundation, Anna Naumann and Bean Carlssons foundation, P A and P P Petterson foundation, Regnell foundation, Edvin and Märta Schedin, foundation, Astrid and David Sundqvist foundation.

Application form is available at http://www.uu.se/en/admissions/scholarships/current_students

Application procedure: Signed applications are submitted to the administrator of research education at the department of the applicant. Applications must be submitted at the administrator’s office on Thursday, 14 September 2017 at the latest.

Please note that grants for research level students can only be applied for and obtained four times in total.

The grants may be used for
1) Operative expenses and buying instruments, apparatus’ and literature for your research project.
2) Journeys directly connected to your research project.
3) Printing- and translation expenses

At the end of the research project any tools, apparatus or literature passes to the department.

For questions regarding this term’s application period, please contact the Scholarships office at: stipendiekansliet@uadm.uu.se

The Scholarships Office